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Abstract
The general spin structure of the relativistic nucleon wave function in the 3q-
model is found. It contains 16 spin components, in contrast to 8 ones known pre-
viously, since in a many-body system the parity conservation does not reduce the
number of the components. The explicitly covariant form of the wave function auto-
matically takes into account the relativistic spin rotations, without introducing any
Melosh rotation matrices. It also reduces the calculations to the standard routine of
the Dirac matrices and of the trace techniques. In examples of the proton magnetic
moment and of the axial nucleon form factor, with a particular wave function, we
reproduce the results of the standard approach. Calculations beyond the standard
assumptions give different results.
1 Introduction
The light-front dynamics (LFD) is a powerful approach to the theory of relativistic com-
posite systems. In many papers, (see, for example, [1]-[13]) it was applied to the rela-
tivistic three-body systems, and, in particular, to the nucleon in 3q-model (see for review
[14, 15]). In the paper [8] eight spin components of the nucleon wave function were indi-
cated. Majority of calculations was done with one of the components only, corresponding
to the fully symmetric momentum independent (S-wave) spin structure.
The aim of the present paper is two-fold. First of all, we discover that eight com-
ponents do not exhaust the relativistic nucleon wave function. We will find another eight
components, so the total number of them is sixteen. In general, this is related to the fact
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known long ago [16] that in a many-body system the parity conservation does not reduce
the number of the spin components. Hence, for the nucleon we get 2×2×2×2 = 16. This
opportunity is absent in any two-body system and in the nonrelativistic three-body one.
Technically, the extra components can be constructed since the particle four-momenta
in any off-energy-shell relativistic amplitude, in particular, in the wave function, are not
related by the conservation law: for the minus-projections k− = k0 − kz the sum of
the quark momenta k1,2,3 and the nucleon momentum p are not equal to each other:
(k1 + k2 + k3)− 6= p−. Hence, we have in our disposal 4 four-vectors and can construct
the pseudoscalar Cps = e
µνργk1µk2νk3ρpγ. Due to that, in addition to “old” eight compo-
nents given in [8], we construct another eight spin structures with “wrong” P-parity (the
pseudoscalar structures) and then “correct” them by multiplying by Cps. However, this
way to find the spin components is not obligatory. One can construct an equivalent set of
sixteen components such that only a few of them (less than eight) contain the factor Cps.
These extra components (relative to the paper [8]) are necessary in order to represent
even symmetric S-wave spin structure (initially given in c.m.-system) in arbitrary system
of reference in terms of the Dirac matrices sandwiched with the spinors. In other language
this corresponds to multiplying the center-of-mass wave function by the Melosh rotation
matrices. If we will omit these extra components and come back to the c.m.-system, we
would not reproduce our initial S-wave but again will find some extra components. In
general case one should start with the wave function containing all sixteen components
in any system of reference. They are forming the full basis. Their total number does
not depends, of course, on the representation. Their relative magnitude is determined by
dynamics.
Secondly, we will represent the nucleon wave function in the 3q model in the explicitly
covariant form. This will allow one to use in calculations the standard Dirac-matrices
algebra and the trace techniques. In particular, we will see that there is no any need to
introduce explicitly any Melosh rotation matrices: the covariant approach incorporates
automatically the spin rotation effects. In examples of the proton magnetic moment and of
the axial nucleon form factor, we reproduce by this way the results which in the standard
approach are obtained due to averaging the Melosh matrices.
The above problems will be solved in the explicitly covariant version of LFD devel-
oped in a series of papers, starting with [17] (see for review [18]). In the standard LFD the
wave functions are defined on the light-front plane t + z = 0. In the covariant approach
the wave functions are defined on the light-front plane given by the invariant equation
ω·x = 0, where ω is the four-vector with ω2 = 0. This provides all the advantages of the
explicit covariance, similar to advantages of the Feynman graph techniques over the old
fashioned perturbation theory. The standard approach is obtained as a particular case at
ω = (1, 0, 0,−1). However, we would like to emphasize that this particular choice of ω
does not reduce the number of the components of the nucleon wave function, it is 16 in
any version of LFD.
Plan of the paper is the following. In sect. 2 we introduce special representation
for the wave function and the three-dimensional variables with the simple transformation
properties. In sect. 3 we construct the corresponding spin matrices with the same trans-
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formation properties. In sect. 4 sixteen spin structures of the nucleon wave function are
found, however without taking into account any permutation symmetry. In sect. 5 we
remind the permutation group properties in the three-body case. In sect. 6 we take into
account the appropriate permutation symmetries of the spin structures independent of
momenta. Sect. 7 is devoted to incorporating the permutation symmetry in the compo-
nents depending on momenta. In sect. 8 the matrix elements of the current operator,
used in the form factor calculations, are found. In sect. 9 we consider the examples of
the proton magnetic moment and of the axial nucleon form factor. Section 10 contains
the concluding remarks.
2 The covariant light-front wave function
The properties of the covariant light-front wave function are described in [18]. Here we
remind some of them in the three-body case.
The light front wave function of the nucleon composed from three quarks has the
form:
Φ = Φσσ1σ2σ3(k1, k2, k3, p, ωτ), (1)
where k1−3 and p are the quark and the nucleon four-momenta, τ is a scalar parameter
and σ1−3, σ are the quark and nucleon spin projections on z-axis in the corresponding
frames of the rest. The four-momenta are related by the conservation law:
p+ ωτ = k1 + k2 + k3 ≡ P. (2)
The presence in (2) of the term ωτ just reflects the nonconservation of the minus-
components, since for ω = (1, 0, 0,−1) this term contributes only to the minus-projection
of this equation.
Below we will use the effective mass corresponding to the four-momentum P:
M =
√
P2. (3)
Under rotations and the Lorentz transformations g the wave function (1) is trans-
formed by the rotation matrices D(
1
2
){R} depending on the different rotation operators
R for the particles with different momenta. Namely,
Φσσ1σ2σ3(gk1, gk2, gk3, gp, gωτ) =
∑
σ′σ′
1
σ′
2
σ′
3
D
( 1
2
)∗
σσ′ {R[g, p]}
×D(
1
2
)
σ1σ′1
{R[g, k1]}D(
1
2
)
σ2σ′2
{R[g, k2]}D(
1
2
)
σ3σ′3
{R[g, k3]}Φσ′σ′
1
σ′
2
σ′
3
(k1, k2, k3, p, ωτ), (4)
where, for example, R[g, p] is the following rotation operator:
R[g, p] = L−1(gp)gL(p). (5)
L(p) is the Lorentz boost corresponding to the velocity ~v = ~p/p0. Below, in addition
to the wave function Φ transformed by (4), we will introduce another representation in
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which the wave function, denoted as Ψ , is transformed by one and the same rotation for
all the particles. This representation is defined as (see [19]):
Ψσσ1σ2σ3(k1, k2, k3, p, ωτ) =
∑
σ′,σ′
1
,σ′
2
,σ′
3
D
( 1
2
)∗
σσ′ {R[L−1(P), p]}D
( 1
2
)
σ1σ′1
{R[L−1(P), k1]}
×D(
1
2
)
σ2σ′2
{R[L−1(P), k2]}D(
1
2
)
σ3σ′3
{R[L−1(P), k3]}Φσ′σ′
1
σ′
2
σ′
2
(k1, k2, k3, p, ωτ) , (6)
where, e.g., R[L−1(P), p] is given by (5) with g = L−1(P). The matrixD(
1
2
)
σ1σ′1
{R[L−1(P), k1]},
appeared in the transformation (6), has the form [20]:
D
1
2{R[L−1(P), k1]} = (k10 +m)(P0 +M)− ~σ·
~P ~σ·~k1
[2(k10 +m)(P0 +M)(k1·P +mM)]1/2 , (7)
and similarly for other matrices. We will not use their explicit form below.
In this representation the wave function is transformed as [19]:
Ψσσ1σ2σ3(gk1, gk2, gk3, gp, gωτ) =
∑
σ′,σ′
1
σ′
2
σ′
3
D
( 1
2
)∗
σσ′ {R[g,P]}
×D(
1
2
)
σ1σ′1
{R[g,P]}D(
1
2
)
σ2σ′2
{R[g,P]}D(
1
2
)
σ3σ′3
{R[g,P]}Ψσ′σ′
1
σ′
2
σ′
3
(k1, k2, k3, p, ωτ) . (8)
All the matrices D(
1
2
){R[g,P]} in (8) depend on the same rotation operator R[g,P].
Instead of the four-vectors k1−3, ω we introduce the three-vector variables which are
constructed as follows:
~qi = L
−1(P)~ki = ~ki −
~P
M

ki0 − ~ki·~PM+ P0

 , (9)
~n = L−1(P)~ω/|L−1(P)~ω|, (10)
i = 1, 2, 3. Note that ~q1 + ~q2 + ~q3 = 0. These variables are transformed by the same
rotation operator R[g,P] which transforms the spin projections in (8):
~qi
′ = R[g,P]~qi, ~n ′ = R[g,P]~n. (11)
The same situation takes place in the nonrelativistic case: all the spins and momenta
are transformed by one and the same rotation. Therefore in the representation (6) and
in the variables (9), (10) the problem of constructing the general form of the nucleon
wave function is analogous to the nonrelativistic one. This fact simplifies very much the
construction of the spin states. The only difference is the presence of the extra vector ~n,
due to dependence of the wave function on the orientation of the light-front plane. We
will need also the spin operators which are transformed similarly to ~qi, ~n, eq. (11). These
operators will be constructed in the next section.
The transformation (6) is similar to the Melosh transformation [21]. However, the
wave function Φσσ1σ2σ3 , eq. (1), does not require any Melosh matrices. It can be constructed
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in terms of the Dirac spinors, that automatically provides the correct coupling of the quark
spin and angular momenta in the nucleon spin. We will come back to this point below.
In the system of reference where ~P = 0 the wave functions in two representations
coincide with each other. Therefore, to establish the relation between the wave functions
in two representations we do not need the explicit form of the rotation matrices in the
above formulas. It is enough to compare the wave functions in the system where ~P = 0.
3 The three-dimensional spin matrices
In this section we construct the three-dimensional spin matrices which (i) are transformed
similarly to the vectors ~qi, ~n, eq. (11), and (ii) in the system where ~P = 0 turn into the
Pauli matrices. Then in terms of these operators and of the vectors ~qi, ~n we will construct
all the spin structures of the nucleon wave function. With these matrices the problem of
constructing the representations of the permutation group is also simplified very much.
The point (i) is fulfilled in the representation (6), the point (ii) is provided by the
projection operators constructed below.
We introduce the spinor u¯σ1P (k1) in the representation (6):
u¯σ1P (k1) =
∑
σ′
1
D
( 1
2
)
σ1σ′1
{R[L−1(P), k1]}u¯σ′1(k1), (12)
and similarly for other spinors. The explicit form of the spinor u¯σ1(k1) and of the other
ones is given in appendix A.
We construct also the projection operators:
Π+ =
M+ Pˆ
2M , Π− =
M− Pˆ
2M , (13)
P is defined by (2), M is defined by (3) and Pˆ = γµPµ. They have the properties:
Π2± = Π±, Π+Π− = Π−Π+ = 0, γ5Π+ = Π−γ5, UcΠ
t
+ = Π−Uc
(the index t means the transposition). In the system of reference where ~P = 0, P0 =M,
the projection operators obtain the simple form:
Π+|~P=0 =
1
2
(1 + γ0) =
(
1 0
0 0
)
, Π−| ~P=0 =
1
2
(1− γ0) =
(
0 0
0 1
)
. (14)
Then the spin matrices we are looking for are constructed as follows:
~σ12 = −c1c2u¯σ1P (k1)Π+~γΠ−Ucu¯σ2P (k2),
~σ3N = −c3cN u¯σ3P (k3)Π+~γγ5Π+uσP(p), (15)
where Uc = γ
2γ0 is the charge conjugation matrix,
c1,2,3 =
1√
εq1,2,3 +m
, cN =
1√
εp +M
. (16)
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The energies in (16) are defined in the system where ~P = 0. They are expressed through
the invariants:
εqi =
√
~qi 2 +m2 = P·ki/M, εp = P·p/M.
In eqs. (15) the quantities ~σ12, ~σ3N are the 2 × 2 - matrices relative to the indices σ1, σ2
and σ3, σ.
The matrices ~σ12, ~σ3N are transformed by (8), like all the amplitudes and the vari-
ables in the representation (6). In the system of reference where ~P = 0, with the explicit
form of the spinors given in appendix A (eqs.(111)-(113)) and with the projections oper-
ators (14), we find:
c1u¯(k1)Π+| ~P=0 = w†1(1, 0), c3u¯(k3)Π+|~P=0 = w†3(1, 0),
c2Π−Ucu¯
t(k2)
∣∣∣
~P=0
=
(
0
−1
)
σyw
∗
2, cNΠ+u(p)|~P=0 =
(
1
0
)
wN , (17)
w’s are the two-components spinors. The factors ci, eqs. (16), just cancel the factors√
ε+m in the bi-spinors.
With the explicit form of the Dirac matrices, eqs. (114), we see that at ~P = 0 the
operators ~σ12, ~σ3N indeed coincide with the Pauli matrices:
~σ12| ~P=0 = (w†1~σσyw∗2),
~σ3N | ~P=0 = (w†3~σwN). (18)
They correspond to coupling of spins of the pairs in the spin 1.
We also introduce the unit operators
112 = c1c2u¯
σ1
P (k1)Π+γ5Π−Ucu¯
σ2
P (k2)| ~P=0 = (w†1σyw∗2),
13N = c3cN u¯
σ3
P (k3)Π+Π+u
σ
P(p)|~P=0 = (w†3wN) (19)
corresponding to the zero pair spins. Below for shortness we will often replace these
operators by 1 without indices.
4 The spin structure of the nucleon wave function
As mentioned, in the variables ~q1, ~q2, ~q3, ~n the problem of finding the spin structures of
the nucleon wave function coincides with the nonrelativistic one, since these variables are
subjected to the rotations only. The only difference is the presence of the extra vector ~n.
Formally it coincides with the problem of decomposition in the invariant amplitudes of
the reaction amplitude 1 + 2→ 3 + 4+ 5, since the wave function (1), like the amplitude
of a process 1+2→ 3+4+5, depends on five four-vectors satisfying the conservation law
(2). In general case, for the nonrelativistic reaction 1 + 2→ 3 + . . .+ n this problem was
solved in the paper [16]. It was shown that starting with n = 5 the number of structures
is the product of the factors (2j + 1), corresponding to spins of all the particles. This
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gives 16 for nucleon. Below we will find these 16 structures of the nucleon wave function
and then take into account the requirements of the permutation group.
First of all, we have two structures independent of momenta, the unit operator and
the scalar product of ~σ’s:
1 ≡ 11213N , and ~σ12·~σ3N .
Then we construct the tensor of the second rank
σi12σ
j
3N .
It will be contracted with the corresponding tensors in the momentum space. The latters
are constructed as follows.
We start with the set of ten tensors symmetric in the indices i, j:
T ij11 = q1iq1j −
1
3
~q 21δij , T
ij
22 = q2iq2j −
1
3
~q 22δij , T
ij
33 = q3iq3j −
1
3
~q 23δij ;
T ij12 = q1iq2j + q2iq1j − 23~q1·~q2δij , T
ij
13 = q1iq3j + q3iq1j − 23~q1·~q3δij ,
T ij23 = q2iq3j + q3iq2j − 23~q2·~q3δij ;
T ij1n = q1inj + niq1j − 23~q1·~nδij , T
ij
2n = q2inj + niq2j − 23~q2·~nδij,
T ij3n = q3inj + niq3j − 23~q3·~nδij;
T ijnn = ninj − 13δij .
(20)
Since ~q1 + ~q2 + ~q3 = 0, the tensors in eq. (20) are not independent from each other. We
will express the nondiagonal tensors T ij12, T
ij
13, T
ij
23 through the diagonal ones. Namely:
T12 = T33 − T11 − T22
T13 = T22 − T11 − T33
T23 = T11 − T22 − T33 (21)
The tensors T1n, T2n, T3n are also related with each other:
T1n + T2n + T3n = 0. (22)
Four conditions (21), (22) reduce the number of tensors down to six. However, since the
symmetric traceless tensor have five components, there should be only five independent
tensors and, hence, a relation between these six tensors. This relation is given in appendix
B by eq. (115). Due to this relation we exclude the tensor T ijnn which does not contain
the relative momenta. Hence, we have five independent structures to be contracted with
the spin tensor σi12σ
j
3N .
Then we construct four tensors, antisymmetric in the indices i, j:
A12 = q1iq2j − q1jq2i
A1n = q1inj − q1jni
A2n = q2inj − q2jni
A3n = q3inj − q3jni (23)
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Since A1n + A2n + A3n = 0, there are three independent tensors. We will specify them
later.
We can also construct the linear structures of the type ~σ·[~q1 × ~q2] (multiplied im-
plicitly by the corresponding unit operator). By this way we find sixteen spin structures
of the nucleon wave function:
(1 − 2 ) 1, ~σ12·~σ3N ;
(3 − 5 ) T ij11σi12σj3N , T ij22σi12σj3N , T ij33σi12σj3N ;
(6 − 7 ) two structures of three:
T ij1nσ
i
12σ
j
3N , T
ij
2nσ
i
12σ
j
3N , T
ij
3nσ
i
12σ
j
3N ;
(8 ) Aij12σ
i
12σ
j
3N ;
(9 − 10 ) two structures of three:
Aij1nσ
i
12σ
j
3N , A
ij
2nσ
i
12σ
j
3N , A
ij
3nσ
i
12σ
j
3N ;
(11 − 16 ) ~σ12·[~q1 × ~q2], ~σ12·[~q1 × ~n], ~σ12·[~q2 × ~n],
~σ3N·[~q1 × ~q2], ~σ3N·[~q1 × ~n], ~σ3N·[~q2 × ~n]. (24)
Instead of the structures (8-10) one can construct
([~σ12 × ~σ3N ]·~q1)(~n·[~q1 × ~q2]), ([~σ12 × ~σ3N ]·~q2)(~n·[~q1 × ~q2]), ([~σ12 × ~σ3N ]·~n)(~n·[~q2 × ~q2]),
but the double vector products are reduced to the linear combinations of (8-10). Instead
of the structures (11-16) one can construct (~σ12·~q1)(~n·[~q1 × ~q2]), (~σ12·~q2)(~n·[~q1 × ~q2]), etc.,
but they are linearly expressed through the structures (11-16) by the formulas (117) given
in appendix C.
The structures (1-16) of (24) are forming the basis for the relativistic nucleon wave
function. The coefficients in the decomposition of the wave function in terms of this basis
are the scalar functions. They depend on the quark momenta ~q1−3 and on ~n and are found
from dynamics.
In the nonrelativistic limit the wave function does not depend on the orientation of
the light-front plane, hence the contribution of the components depending on ~n disappears
(as well as the ~n-dependence of the scalar functions). The wave function in this limit
contains eight structures of eqs. (24), namely, (1-5), (8) and two ~n-independent structures
of (11-16). This just corresponds to the fact that the momentum conservation in the
nonrelativistic limit obtains the form: ~p = ~k1+~k2+~k3, and in the system of the rest ~p = 0
we have only two independent three-vectors. Note that this reduction is a peculiarity of
the two- and three-body systems. In a system of n particles with n > 3 the nonrelativistic
limit does not decrease the number of components. For example, the wave function of
4He contains 16 components both in relativistic and in nonrelativistic cases.
The basis (24) is not yet irreducible respective to the permutation group. The
corresponding irreducible basis will be constructed below.
We also list all the spin structures in the four-dimensional form:
(1 ) [u¯(k1)Ucu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)γ5u(p)]
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(2 ) [u¯(k1)γ5Ucu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)u(p)]
(3 ) [u¯(k1)pˆγ5Ucu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)u(p)]
(4 ) [u¯(k1)pˆUcu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)γ5u(p)]
(5 ) [u¯(k1)γ
µUcu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)γµγ5u(p)]
(6 ) [u¯(k1)γ
µγ5Ucu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)γµu(p)]
(7 ) [u¯(k1)σ
µνpνUcu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)γµγ5u(p)]
(8 ) [u¯(k1)σ
µνUcu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)σµνγ5u(p)] (25)
(9 ) Cps[u¯(k1)Ucu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)u(p)]
(10 ) Cps[u¯(k1)γ5Ucu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)γ5u(p)]
(11 ) Cps[u¯(k1)pˆUcu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)u(p)]
(12 ) Cps[u¯(k1)pˆγ5Ucu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)γ5u(p)]
(13 ) Cps[u¯(k1)γ
µUcu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)γµu(p)]
(14 ) Cps[u¯(k1)γ
µγ5Ucu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)γµγ5u(p)]
(15 ) Cps[u¯(k1)σ
µνpνUcu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)γµu(p)]
(16 ) Cps[u¯(k1)σ
µνUcu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)σµνu(p)] (26)
where Cps is the pseudoscalar:
Cps = ǫ
µνργk1µk2νk3ρpγ. (27)
By means of eq. (2) Cps can be transformed as: Cps ∝ ǫµνργk1µk2νωρPγ . In the system of
reference where ~P = 0 it turns into ~n·[~q1 × ~q2].
The structures (1-8) of (25) exactly coincide with ones given in the paper [8]. The
structures (9-16) of (26) are obtained from (1-8) by deleting or adding γ5 and multiplying
by Cps, that does not change their parity. They disappear on the energy shell p =
k1 + k2 + k3, since in this case Cps = 0.
Any other structure is expressed through these ones. For example, instead of the
structures (11),(12) and (15) one can take the structures obtained from (3),(4) and (7)
by the replacement p → k3, and reduce by this way the number of structures containing
the factor Cps.
There is no any one-to-one correspondence between a given three-dimensional struc-
tures (24) and one of the four-dimensional structures (25-26). A given structure from
(25-26) is expressed through a linear combination of (24). The increase of the number of
components from 8 to 16 in comparison to the paper [8] is not only due to the ~n-depending
structures. The latters are already implicitly included in the “old” structures eq. (25).
For example, the structure (1) of eq. (25) generates the ~n-depending three-dimensional
structure of the type (~σ12·~q1)(~σ3N·~n), since at ~P = 0 we get in the argument of the spinor
u(p): ~p = −~ωτ ∝ ~n.
The ~n-depending components may be important. The example is given by the
deuteron wave function [22], where ~n-depending component, so called f5, dominates start-
ing with q = 0.5 GeV/c.
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We emphasize that the extra structures (9-16) in (26) are not a peculiarity of the
covariant formulation of LFD. The four-vector ω even does not enter in (26). Therefore
another eight structures of the nucleon wave function should appear in any light-front
approach.
In the following we will transform the basis (24) to the form providing the irreducible
representations of the permutation group and represent it in terms of the bi-spinors.
5 The permutation group in the three-body case
5.1 The irreducible representations
We briefly remind the general construction of the irreducible representations of the per-
mutation group in the three-body case.
By permutations of the arguments of the function ψ(123) we get six functions. Define
their six linear combinations corresponding to the Young diagrams.
Fully symmetric:
ψS = 1 2 3 = ψ(123) + ψ(213) + ψ(231) + ψ(321) + ψ(312) + ψ(132). (28)
Fully antisymmetric:
ψA =
1
2
3
= ψ(123)− ψ(213) + ψ(231)− ψ(321) + ψ(312)− ψ(132). (29)
Mixed symmetry doublet:

ψ1 =
1 2
3
= ψ(123) + ψ(213)− ψ(321)− ψ(231)
ψ2 =
2 1
3
= ψ(123) + ψ(213)− ψ(132)− ψ(312).
(30)
Another mixed symmetry doublet:

ψ′′1 =
1 3
2
= ψ(123) + ψ(321)− ψ(213)− ψ(312)
ψ′′2 =
3 1
2
= ψ(123) + ψ(321)− ψ(132)− ψ(231).
(31)
Relative to the permutations Pij of the particles ij the mixed symmetry doublets are
transformed as follows:
P12
(
ψ1
ψ2
)
=
(
ψ2
ψ1
)
, P13
(
ψ1
ψ2
)
=
( −ψ1
−ψ1 + ψ2
)
, P23
(
ψ1
ψ2
)
=
(
ψ1 − ψ2
−ψ2
)
(32)
P12
(
ψ′′1
ψ′′2
)
=
(
−ψ′′1
−ψ′′1 + ψ′2
)
, P13
(
ψ′′1
ψ′′2
)
=
(
ψ′′2
ψ′′1
)
, P23
(
ψ′′1
ψ′′2
)
=
(
ψ′′1 − ψ′′2
−ψ′′2
)
(33)
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Instead of (31) we introduce another pair of the mixed symmetry functions:{
ψ′1 = ψ
′′
2 − ψ′′1 = ψ(213) + ψ(312)− ψ(132)− ψ(231),
ψ′2 = ψ
′′
2 = ψ(123) + ψ(321)− ψ(132)− ψ(231). (34)
Relative to permutations they are transformed identically to eq. (32). Hence, we can
consider the different mixed symmetry doublets with identical transformation properties
(32).
5.2 The products of two irreducible representations
Below we will construct the spin-isospin functions φ with a given symmetry from the
products of irreducible representations formed by the spin functions ϕ with a given sym-
metry and by the mixed symmetry isospin functions χ. As well known, there are no any
fully symmetric and antisymmetric isospin functions χS, χA (see below sect. 6.1). Then
from the spin-isospin functions φ and the invariant functions ψ, depending on momenta,
we will construct the fully symmetric nucleon wave functions Ψ (implicitly multiplied by
the antisymmetric color singlet wave function).
We start with most general formula containing all possible products of ϕ’s and χ’s:{
φ1 = a1ϕ1χ1 + b1ϕ2χ2 + c1ϕ1χ2 + d1ϕ2χ1,
φ2 = a2ϕ1χ1 + b2ϕ2χ2 + c2ϕ1χ2 + d2ϕ2χ1,
(35)
where ϕ1,2 and χ1,2 satisfy (32). We also consider the similar formulas with ϕ fully
symmetric and antisymmetric. We find the coefficients in (35) from the conditions that
these φ1, φ2 were fully symmetric, antisymmetric or also satisfy (32).
For the fully symmetric function φS we find:
φS = 2(ϕ1χ1 + ϕ2χ2)− ϕ1χ2 − ϕ2χ1. (36)
The fully antisymmetric function reads:
φA = ϕ1χ2 − ϕ2χ1. (37)
For the mixed symmetry functions we obtain:{
φ1 = ϕSχ1
φ2 = ϕSχ2
(a)
{
φ1 = ϕA(χ1 − 2χ2)
φ2 = ϕA(2χ1 − χ2) (b)
{
φ1 = ϕ1(χ1 − χ2)− ϕ2χ1
φ2 = −ϕ1χ2 + ϕ2(χ2 − χ1) (c)
(38)
By this way we find for the total fully symmetric nucleon wave function:
ΨS = ψSφS, (39)
ΨS = ψAφA (40)
ΨS = 2(ψ1φ1 + ψ2φ2)− ψ1φ2 − ψ2φ1 (41)
One should substitute in (41) the different mixed symmetry doublets φ1,2 from (38).
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6 The components independent of momenta
6.1 The spin-isospin functions with a given symmetry
To establish the permutation properties, we put ~P = 0 and denote the spin functions
(1-2) of eq. (24), corresponding to the spins of pairs 0 and 1, as:
ϕ(0) ≡ ϕ(0)(123) = (w†1σyw∗2)(w†3wN), ϕ(1) ≡ ϕ(1)(123) = (w†1~σσyw∗2)(w†3~σwN). (42)
We keep the order of the quark spinors 123. Using the Fierz identities, given in appendix
D, one can establish the following permutation properties:
ϕ(0)(123) = −ϕ(0)(213) = ϕ(0), ϕ(0)(321) = −ϕ(0)(231) = 1
2
ϕ(0) +
1
2
ϕ(1),
ϕ(0)(132) = −ϕ(0)(312) = 1
2
ϕ(0) − 1
2
ϕ(1);
ϕ(1)(123) = ϕ(1)(213) = ϕ(1), ϕ(1)(321) = ϕ(1)(231) =
3
2
ϕ(0) − 1
2
ϕ(1),
ϕ(1)(132) = ϕ(1)(312) = −3
2
ϕ(0) − 1
2
ϕ(1). (43)
We take as ψ(123) in the formulas of sect. 5.1 the spin wave function ϕ(123) of the general
form:
ϕ(123) = aϕ(1)(123) + bϕ(0)(123). (44)
Substituting (44) in eqs. (28), (29) and using (43) we reproduce the well known result:
ϕS = 0, ϕA = 0.
Substituting (44) in eqs. (30), for the functions with mixed symmetry we find:{
ϕ1 ∝ 3a(−ϕ(0) + ϕ(1)),
ϕ2 ∝ 3a( ϕ(0) + ϕ(1)).
The second mixed symmetry doublet ϕ′1, ϕ
′
2, eq. (34), coincides (up to a factor) with
ϕ1, ϕ2.
Denote: {
ϕ1 = −ϕ(0) + ϕ(1) = −1 + ~σ12·~σ3N ,
ϕ2 = ϕ
(0) + ϕ(1) = 1 + ~σ12·~σ3N . (45)
These functions are forming the mixed symmetry doublet of the type (30). The normal-
ization factor will be determined for full wave function.
By this way, after permutations we have reduced the spin wave function to the form
(45) with the “canonical” order of spinors (12)(3N), when 1 is coupled with 2 and 3 with
N . In principle, this is not obligatory, but is very convenient. We will see below in sect.
9 that in the form factor calculations this results in the product of two traces, each of
them containing approximately half of the Dirac matrices involved, instead of the trace
of full product. This simplifies calculations considerably.
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Similarly to (45) we introduce the isospin functions:
{
χ1 = −χ(0) + χ(1) = −1 + ~τ12·~τ3N ,
χ2 = χ
(0) + χ(1) = 1 + ~τ12·~τ3N , (46)
where
1 = (ξ†1τyξ
∗
2)(ξ
†
3ξN) ≡ χ(0), ~τ12·~τ3N = (ξ†1~ττyξ∗2)·(ξ†3~τξN) ≡ χ(1), (47)
ξ’s are the isospin spinors. These functions satisfy the symmetry properties (43). Like in
the case of spin, χS = χA = 0.
From the above mixed symmetry spin and isospin doublets we can construct the
spin-isospin functions with given symmetry.
Substituting (45) and (46) into the equation (36), we get the symmetric spin-isospin
function. Multiplying it by the symmetric ψS, we find the total symmetric nucleon wave
function:
ΨS =
1√
72
ψS[3 + (~σ12·~σ3N )(~τ12·~τ3N )]. (48)
It is given in many papers (compare, for example, with [9]). The invariant symmetric
function ψS depends on the relative momenta and on ~n: ψS = ψS(~q1, ~q2, ~q3, ~n). The
normalization factor will be explained in the next section.
Substituting (45) and (46) into the equation (37), we get for the antisymmetric
spin-isospin function. Multiplying it by antisymmetric ψA, we find:
ΨS =
1√
24
ψA[~σ12·~σ3N − ~τ12·~τ3N ] (49)
Substituting (45) and (46) into (38), we obtain the mixed symmetry functions:
{
φ1 = 3− ~τ12·~τ3N − ~σ12·~σ3N − (~σ12·~σ3N )(~τ12·~τ3N )
φ2 = 3 + ~τ12·~τ3N + ~σ12·~σ3N − (~σ12·~σ3N )(~τ12·~τ3N ) (50)
Substituting eqs. (50) into (41) we get:
ΨS =
1√
288
ψ1[3− 3~τ12·~τ3N − 3~σ12·~σ3N − (~σ12·~σ3N )(~τ12·~τ3N )]
+
1√
288
ψ2[3 + 3~τ12·~τ3N + 3~σ12·~σ3N − (~σ12·~σ3N )(~τ12·~τ3N )] (51)
6.2 Normalization
To calculate the normalization, we use the equalities
ϕ†(0)ϕ(0) =
1
2
∑
σ,σ1,σ2,σ3
[(wσ22 σyw
σ1
1 )(w
†σ1
1 σyw
∗σ2
2 )] [(w
†σ
N w
σ3
3 )(w
†σ3
3 w
σ
N)]
=
1
2
Tr[σ2y ] Tr[1] = 2,
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ϕ†(1)ϕ(1) =
1
2
∑
σ,σ1,σ2,σ3
[(wσ22 σiσyw
σ1
1 )(w
†σ1
1 σyσjw
∗σ2
2 )] [(w
†σ
N σiw
σ3
3 )(w
†σ3
3 σjw
σ
N)]
=
1
2
Tr[σjσi] Tr[σiσj ] = 6,
ϕ†(1)ϕ(0) = ϕ†(0)ϕ(1) = 0, (52)
and similarly for the isospin functions χ(0), χ(1). The factor 12 in these formulas appears
due to averaging over the nucleon spin projection σ. Then for the function (48) we find:
Ψ †SΨS =
1
72
(32 × 2× 2 + 6× 6)ψ2S = ψ2S. (53)
The factor 2×2 in the first item comes from the product of the spin and isospin functions
ϕ(0), χ(0), the factor 6× 6 in the second item comes from the product of ϕ(1), χ(1).
For the function (49) with antisymmetric ψA we get:
Ψ †SΨS =
1
24
(6× 2 + 2× 6)ψ2A = ψ2A, (54)
and for the mixed symmetry ψ1,2, eq. (51):
Ψ †SΨS = (ψ
2
1 + ψ
2
2 − ψ1ψ2). (55)
Provided the function ψS dominates, it is normalized as∫
ψ2SD = 1. (56)
If ψS does not dominate, the integral (56) is not equal to 1, but gives the contribution of
ψS into full normalization integral. The contributions of symmetric and mixed symmetry
states are given by the similar integrals from ψ2A and (ψ
2
1 + ψ
2
2 − ψ1ψ2).
In eq. (56) we introduced for shortness the notation for the integration volume
[18, 23]:
D ≡ (2π)3δ(3)(
3∑
i=1
~qi)2(
3∑
i=1
εqi)
3∏
i=1
d3qi
(2π)32εqi
.
= (2π)3δ(2)(
3∑
i=1
~Ri⊥)δ(
3∑
i=1
xi − 1)2
3∏
i=1
d2Ri⊥
(2π)3
dxi
2xi
(57)
The last line of (57) is written in the variables which are similar to the well known
infinite momentum frame variables. Namely, xi is defined as xi = ω·ki/ω·p. Then we
introduce the four-vectors: Ri = ki−xip. They satisfy the condition Ri·ω = 0 and can be
represented as Ri = (Ri0, ~Ri⊥, ~Ri‖), where ~Ri‖ is parallel to ~ω and ~Ri⊥·~ω = 0. So, ~Ri⊥ are
the two-dimensional vectors such that ~R2i⊥ = −R2i . We thus have the following relations:
~R1⊥ + ~R2⊥ + ~R3⊥ = 0, x1 + x2 + x3 = 1,
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like for the infinite momentum frame variables.
For convenience, we can express ψS in (48) through another scalar function ϕ0:
ψS =
2√
3
Nmϕ0 , (58)
with the normalization ∫
ϕ20(2π)
3δ(3)(~q1 + ~q2 + ~q3)
3∏
i=1
d3qi
(2π)3
= 1 . (59)
The dimensionless normalization constant N in (58) is found from the condition obtained
by substituting (58) into (56):
4
3
N2m2
∫
ϕ20D = 1. (60)
In the nonrelativistic limit the factor D turns into the integration volume of eq. (59)
multiplied by 3/(4m2). Therefore N tends to 1.
For ϕ0 we can take, for example, the harmonic oscillator model:
ϕ0 =
23π3/233/4
α3
exp
(
−~q1
2 + ~q2
2 + ~q3
2
2α2
)
. (61)
6.3 Four-dimensional representation
In the section 3 the spin operators ~σ12, ~σ3N were constructed through the spinors uP in the
special representation (12). In this section we represent the structures given above through
the usual spinors u. This allows to use in calculations the standard trace techniques.
Similar representation for the components (25) on the energy shell was found in [7].
Since the spinors in two representations are related with each other by eq. (12), the
standard representation is obtained by replacing uP by u. They coincide with each other
in the reference frame where ~P . So, from (15) we find that:
~σ12·~σ3N → −c1c2c3cN [u¯(k1)Π+γµΠ−Ucu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)Π+γµγ5Π+u(p)]. (62)
The scalar product is defined as a·b = aµbµ = a0b0 − ~a·~b. At ~P = 0 we have Π+γ0Π− =
Π+γ
0γ5Π+ = 0, and we see that r.h.-side of (62) indeed coincides with ~σ12·~σ3N .
Similarly we obtain for the unit operators:
112 = (w
†
1σyw
∗
2)→ c1c2u¯(k1)Π+γ5Π−Ucu¯(k2), 13N = (w†3wN)→ c3cN u¯(k3)Π+Π+u(p).
(63)
In eqs. (63) we can substitute Π+γ5Π− = Π+γ5, Π+Π+ = Π+.
Using the above formulas we represent in the four-dimensional form the functions
with the spin structures independent of momenta. The symmetric structure (48) is rep-
resented as:
ΨS =
ψS√
72
c1c2c3cN{3[u¯(k1)Π+γ5Ucu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)Π+u(p)]
−[u¯(k1)Π+γµΠ−Ucu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)Π+γµγ5Π+u(p)](~τ12·~τ3N)}
≡ Ψ0 + Ψ1, (64)
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where ci are defined by (16). For applications given below we denote two items in (64) as
Ψ0 and Ψ1.
The antisymmetric structure (49) reads:
ΨS = − ψA√
24
c1c2c3cN{[u¯(k1)Π+γµΠ−Ucu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)Π+γµγ5Π+u(p)]
+[u¯(k1)Π+γ5Ucu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)Π+u(p)](~τ12·~τ3N )}. (65)
The mixed symmetry function (51) is given by:
ΨS =
ψ1√
288
c1c2c3cN{3[u¯(k1)Π+γ5Ucu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)Π+u(p)](1− ~τ12·~τ3N )
+[u¯(k1)Π+γ
µΠ−Ucu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)π+γµγ5π+u(p)](3 + ~τ12·~τ3N )}
+
ψ2√
288
c1c2c3cN{3[u¯(k1)Π+γ5Ucu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)Π+u(p)](1 + ~τ12·~τ3N )
−[u¯(k1)Π+γµΠ−Ucu¯(k2)][u¯(k3)Π+γµγ5Π+u(p)](3− ~τ12·~τ3N )}. (66)
The above expressions can be represented in the form of decomposition in terms
of the spin structures (25-26). They become more lengthy, and we will not give them
here. The expressions (64-66) are enough for calculations. Note, however, that the “old”
structures (25) are not enough for this decomposition. For example, the decomposition
of the symmetric function (64) contains the terms from (26), constructed by means of the
pseudoscalar Cps, eq. (27).
We give also the four-dimensional form of the normalization in the example of sym-
metric wave function. Its contribution to the normalization integral has the form:
∫
Ψ †SΨSD, where Ψ
†
SΨS =
1
2·72ψ
2
Sc
2
1c
2
2c
2
3c
2
N
× {322Tr[Π−γ5Π+(kˆ1 +m)Π+γ5Π−(−kˆ2 +m)]Tr[Π+(kˆ3 +m)Π+(pˆ+M)]
+ 6Tr[Π−γ
νΠ+(kˆ1 +m)Π+γ
µΠ−(−kˆ2 +m)]
× Tr[Π+γ5γνΠ+(kˆ3 +m)Π+γµγ5Π+(pˆ+M)]}. (67)
This formula can be simplified, using the equalities
Π+(kˆ1 +m)Π+ = Π+/c
2
1, Π−(−kˆ2 +m)Π− = Π−/c22, etc.
By this way we get:
Ψ †SΨS = ψ
2
S
1
2·72{3
22Tr[Π+]Tr[Π+] + 6Tr[Π−γ
νΠ+γ
µ]Tr[Π−γνΠ+γµ]}
= ψ2S
1
2·72{3
2 × 2× 2× 2 + 6× 12} = ψ2S, (68)
that coincides with the normalization (53).
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7 The components depending on momenta
7.1 Symmetric tensors
Let us construct now the depending on momenta spin components with the given sym-
metry. We start with the tensors (20), symmetric in the indices ij. However, they have
no any definite symmetry relative to the permutations of the particles. We can construct
the symmetric relative to the permutations function:
fS = T11 + T22 + T33 = 2T11 + 2T22 + T12, (69)
and two doublets with mixed symmetry:
{
f1 = T11 − T33 = −T22 − T12
f2 = T22 − T33 = −T11 − T12 (a)
{
f ′1 = T1n − T3n = 2T1n + T2n
f ′2 = T2n − T3n = 2T2n + T1n (b) (70)
For shortness we omit the indices ij. One can easily check that the functions (70) indeed
satisfy the permutation properties (32). It is impossible to construct any antisymmetric
structure.
We represent also the spin tensor σi12σ
j
3N in the form of symmetric in the indices ij
traceless tensor:
Sij = σi12σ
j
3N + σ
j
12σ
i
3N −
2
3
~σ12·~σ3Nδij . (71)
Using the Fierz identities given in appendix D we find that Sij is fully symmetric also
relative to permutation of any pair of the particles 1,2,3. This reflects the fact that there
is no any other traceless symmetric tensor made of ~σ12, ~σ3N .
The depending on momenta spin structures ϕS, ϕ1,2, ϕ
′
1,2 are obtained by the con-
tracting of fS, eq. (69), and f1,2, f
′
1,2, eq. (70), with the spin operator S:
(ϕS, ϕ1,2, ϕ
′
1,2) = (fS, f1,2, f
′
1,2)× S (72)
This contraction does not change the symmetry of the functions f ’s. Therefore the sym-
metry of ϕ’s coincides with the symmetry of f ’s.
By the standard formulas of the section 5.2 we construct from ϕ and from the isospin
functions χ the spin-isospin functions φ of all symmetries: symmetric, antisymmetric and
mixed symmetry. Then from these functions φ and from the invariant momentum func-
tions ψ of different symmetries, by the formulas (39-41), we construct the total symmetric
wave function of the nucleon.
For example, contracting S with the functions f1,2, eq. (70), we get the mixed
symmetry spin functions: {
ϕ1 = T
ij
11Sij − T ij33Sij
ϕ2 = T
ij
22Sij − T ij33Sij
Then we substitute these functions ϕ1,2 and the mixed symmetry isospin functions χ1,2
(46) into (36) and get the fully symmetric spin-isospin function φS. Multiplied by ψS, eq.
17
(39), it gives the total fully symmetric nucleon wave function:
ΨS = ψS
{[
(~q1·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N)− 1
3
~q 21(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
(~τ12·~τ3N − 3)
+
[
(~q2·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )− 1
3
~q 22(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
(~τ12·~τ3N + 3)
− 2
[
(~q3·~σ12)(~q3·~σ3N )− 1
3
~q 23(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
~τ12·~τ3N
}
. (73)
Similarly we find all other functions forming the basis of the nucleon wave function. The
full set of these functions is given in appendix E.
7.2 Antisymmetric tensors
Now consider the tensors (23), antisymmetric in the indices ij. Introduce the spin oper-
ators antisymmetric in ij:
Γij(123) = σi12σ
j
3N − σj12σi3N , Γij+(123) = −iǫijk(σk12 + σk3N ), Γij−(123) = −iǫijk(σk12 − σk3N ).
(74)
Using the Fierz identities, appendix D, one can establish the following properties relative
to permutations of the particles:
Γ(231) = Γ(321) = Γ−(123), Γ(312) = Γ(132) = Γ+(123), Γ(213) = Γ(123),
Γ+(213) = Γ+(312) = Γ−(123), Γ+(231) = Γ+(132) = Γ(123), Γ+(321) = Γ+(123),
Γ−(213) = Γ−(231) = Γ+(123), Γ−(321) = Γ−(312) = Γ(123), Γ−(132) = Γ−(123).
(75)
From three operators (74) we construct another three operators forming the symmetric
representation of the permutation group ΣS and the mixed symmetry one Σ1,2:
ΣS = Γ + Γ+ + Γ− (76){
Σ1 = Γ− Γ−
Σ2 = Γ− Γ+ (77)
From the tensors (23) we construct antisymmetric and the mixed symmetry functions:
fA = A12, (78){
f1 = A1n −A3n = 2A1n + A2n
f2 = A2n −A3n = 2A2n + A1n (79)
It is impossible to construct any symmetric function.
Using the formulas from sect. 5.2 we find the spin wave functions ϕ with given
symmetry. Namely:
ϕS = 2(f1Σ1 + f2Σ2)− f1Σ2 − f2Σ1, (80)
ϕA = f2Σ1 − f1Σ2 (a)
ϕA = fAΣS (b)
(81)
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and{
ϕ1 = ΣSf1
ϕ2 = ΣSf2
(a)
{
ϕ1 = fA(Σ1 − 2Σ2)
ϕ2 = fA(2Σ1 − Σ2) (b)
{
ϕ1 = (f1 − f2)Σ1 − f1Σ2
ϕ2 = −f2Σ1 + (f2 − f1)Σ2 (c)
(82)
In the above formulas we imply the summation over the indices ij.
Then again by means of eqs. (36-38) we construct from these ϕ’s and the isospin
functions χ’s the spin-isospin functions φ and then, by eqs. (39-41), from φ’s and the
momentum functions ψ’s we obtain the total nucleon wave function ΨS. As an example,
we give here a wave function with the symmetric spin-isospin and the scalar parts:
ΨS = ψS{(~q1·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )− (~q2·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N ) + i~σ12·[~q1 × ~q2]− i~σ3N·[~q1 × ~q2] ~τ12·~τ3N} (83)
The full set of the corresponding wave functions is given in appendix F.
7.3 Four-dimensional representation
The operators ~σ12·~σ3N and 1 are already represented through the Dirac matrices and the
bi-spinors by the formulas (62) and (63). In this section we give the four-dimensional
form of other structures.
Any scalar products of ~σ1,2 with the vectors ~q1,2,3, ~n can be represented similarly to
(62). For example:
(~q2·~σ12)→ c1c2u¯(k1)Π+kˆ2Π−Ucu¯(k2), (~q1·~σ3N )→ c3cN u¯(k3)Π+kˆ1γ5Π+u(p)
(~n·~σ12)→ c1c2M
ω·pu¯(k1)Π+ωˆΠ−Ucu¯(k2), (~n·~σ3N )→ c3cN
M
ω·pu¯(k3)Π+ωˆγ5Π+u(p),
(84)
etc. At ~P = 0,P0 =M the factor M/ω·p =M/ω·P turns into 1/ω0, and ~ω/ω0 gives ~n.
One can similarly represent the expressions containing the vector products. For
example:
~σ12·[~q1 × ~q2] → −ǫµνργc1c2[u¯(k1)Π+γµΠ−Ucu¯(k2)]k1νk2ρPγ/M,
~σ3N·[~q1 × ~q2] → −ǫµνργc3cN [u¯(k3)Π+γµγ5Π+u(p)]k1νk2ρPγ/M,
~σ12·[~q1 × ~n] → −ǫµνργc1c2[u¯(k1)Π+γµΠ−Ucu¯(k2)]k1νωρPγ/ω·p,
~σ3N·[~q1 × ~n] → −ǫµνργc3cN [u¯(k3)Π+γµγ5Π+u(p)]k1νωρPγ/ω·p, (85)
etc. By these substitutions the nucleon wave function can be easily represented in the
four-dimensional form. We do not give here the explicit formulas.
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8 Matrix elements of the current operator
8.1 The quark current
The quark electromagnetic current has the form:
Jρ =
∑
i=1,2,3
u¯′iγρui
[
ξ
†τ ′
i
i
1
2
(
1
3
+ τ (i)z
)
ξτii
]
⇒ 3u¯′(k3)γρu(k3)
[
ξ
†τ ′
3
3
1
2
(
1
3
+ τ (3)z
)
ξτ33
]
, (86)
τ (i)z is the Pauli matrix acting on the spinor of the i-th quark. The replacement by the
only item has been made due to symmetry of the wave function to be used for calculating
the matrix elements. In (86) the factor
1
2
(
1
3
+ τz
)
=
(
2/3 0
0 −1/3
)
reproduces the charges of u and d quarks.
The quark axial current has the form:
Jρ =
∑
i=1,2,3
u¯′iγργ5ui
[
ξ
†τ ′
i
i ~τ
(i)ξτii
]
⇒ 3u¯′(k3)γργ5u(k3)
[
ξ
†τ ′
3
3 ~τ
(3)ξτ33
]
, (87)
At first, we calculate the isospin matrix elements relative to the isospin wave func-
tions χ(0), χ(1) given by (47). Let I is a quark isotopic operator acting on the isospin
indices of the quark 3. It is sandwiched with the isotopic spinors in (86) or in (87). Then
we get:
〈χ′(0)|I|χ(0)〉 = ∑
τ ′
1
τ1τ2τ3
[ξτ22 τyξ
τ1
1 ][ξ
†τ ′
N ξ
τ ′
3
3 ]Iτ ′3τ3 [ξ
†τ3
3 ξ
τ
N ][ξ
†τ1
1 τyξ
∗τ2
2 ] = Tr[τyτy]Iτ ′τ = 2Iτ ′τ ,
(88)
where τ, τ ′ are the nucleon isospin projections.
For other matrix elements we similarly get:
〈χ′(1)|I|χ(1)〉 = 2(τiIτi)τ ′τ , 〈χ′(1)|I|χ(0)〉 = 〈χ′(0)|I|χ(1)〉 = 0. (89)
For the isospin structure of the electromagnetic current, eq. (86), we find:
〈χ′(0)|I|χ(0)〉 =
(
4/3 0
0 −2/3
)
, 〈χ′(1)|I|χ(1)〉 = (1− τz)τ ′τ =
(
0 0
0 2
)
. (90)
For the axial current I = ~τ we obtain:
〈χ′(0)|I|χ(0)〉 = 2~ττ ′τ , 〈χ′(1)|I|χ(1)〉 = 2(τi~ττi)τ ′τ = −2~ττ ′τ . (91)
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8.2 The spin matrix elements
We calculate the spin matrix elements of the operator Jρ = u¯
′(k3)j
(3)
ρ u(k3) in the example
of the symmetric wave function (64). For the electromagnetic current: j(3)ρ = γρ. For the
axial current: j(3)ρ = γργ5.
The final wave function reads (compare with (64)):
Ψ ′†S =
ψ′∗S√
72
c′1c
′
2c
′
3c
′
N{3[u(k2)UcΠ′−γ5Π′+u(k1)][u¯(p′)Π′+Π′+u(k′3)]
−[u(k2)UcΠ′−γµΠ′+u(k1)][u¯(p′)Π′+γ5γµΠ′+u(k′3)](~τ21·~τN3)}.
≡ Ψ ′†0 + Ψ ′†1 . (92)
where
Π′± =
M′ ± Pˆ ′
2M′ , P
′ = p′ + ωτ ′ = k1 + k2 + k
′
3, M′ =
√
P ′2
and c′1,2,3, c
′
N differ from c1,2,3, cN , eq. (16), by the replacement of the initial momenta by
the final ones. Since, due to (86) and (87), the quark 3 only is chosen as the interacting
one, the momenta of the quarks 1 and 2 remain unchanged. The wave function Ψ ′†S is
written for this case.
The matrix element can be represented as:
〈Ψ ′†S |Jρ|ΨS〉 = 〈Ψ ′†0 |Jρ|Ψ0〉+ 〈Ψ ′†1 |Jρ|Ψ1〉.
The nondiagonal matrix elements between the states 〈Ψ ′†0 | and |Ψ1〉 do not contribute
because of the zero nondiagonal isospin matrix elements, eq. (89).
For the matrix element 〈Ψ ′0|Jρ|Ψ0〉 we start with the expression in terms of the spinors
(omitting for a moment any isospin factors):
〈Ψ ′0|Jρ|Ψ0〉 =
9
72
cψ′∗S ψS
∑
σ1,σ2,σ3,σ′3
[uσ2(k2)Ucγ5Π
′
+u
σ1(k1)] [u¯
σ1(k1)Π+γ5Ucu¯
σ2(k2)]
× [u¯σ′(p′)Π′+uσ
′
3(k′3)][u¯
σ′
3(k′3)j
(3)
ρ u
σ3(k3)] [u¯
σ3(k3)Π+u
σ(p)]/x3, (93)
where
c = c1c2c3cNc
′
1c
′
2c
′
3c
′
N , x3 = ω·k3/ω·p.
We take into account that
∑
σ u
σ
α′(k)u¯
σ
α(k) = (kˆ +m)α′α, (Ucγ5)
t = −γ5Uc = −Ucγ5 and
γ5Uc(kˆ +m)
t = (kˆ +m)γ5Uc and get:
〈Ψ ′0|Jρ|Ψ0〉 =
9
72
cψ′∗S ψSTr[Π
′
+(kˆ1 +m)Π+(kˆ2 +m)]
× [u¯σ′(p′)Π′+(kˆ′3 +m)j(3)ρ (kˆ3 +m)Π+uσ(p)]/x3. (94)
Similarly we get another matrix element:
〈Ψ ′1|Jρ|Ψ1〉 =
1
72
cψ′∗S ψSTr[Π
′
+γ5γ
νΠ′+(kˆ1 +m)Π+γ
µγ5Π+(kˆ2 +m)]
× u¯σ′(p′)Π′+γ5γνΠ′+(kˆ′3 +m)j(3)ρ (kˆ3 +m)Π+γµγ5Π+uσ(p)]/x3. (95)
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Taking into account the isospin factors (90), we find by this way the matrix elements of
the nucleon electromagnetic current.
For proton:
〈p′|Jρ|p〉 = 3
∫
{4
3
〈Ψ ′0|Jρ|Ψ0〉}D. (96)
Note that the matrix element 〈Ψ ′1|Jρ|Ψ1〉 does not contribute here.
For neutron:
〈n′|Jρ|n〉 = 3
∫
{−2
3
〈Ψ ′0|Jρ|Ψ0〉+ 2〈Ψ ′1|Jρ|Ψ1〉}D. (97)
With the isospin factor (91) we get the matrix elements
for the axial current:
〈N ′|JAρ |N〉 = ~τAρ,
Aρ = 3
∫
{2〈Ψ ′0|Jρ|Ψ0〉 − 2〈Ψ ′1|Jρ|Ψ1〉}D. (98)
These expressions can be represented in the form:
〈N ′|Jρ|N〉 = u¯′(p′)Gρu(p) (99)
and determine by this way the 4× 4-matrix Gρ. Then we find the matrix
Oρ = (pˆ
′ +M)Gρ(pˆ+M)/(4M
2). (100)
The electromagnetic form factors are expressed through Oρ by the formulas given in the
paper [23].
9 Some applications
9.1 The proton magnetic moment
The nucleon electromagnetic vertex in the light-front dynamics, i.e., the matrix Gρ in
(99), due to approximations, depends on the orientation of the light-front plane. In the
covariant LFD this dependence is parametrized in terms of the four-vector ω. The vertex
contains the non-physical ω-depending terms, namely [23]:
Gρ = F1γρ +
iF2
2M
σρνq
ν +B1
(
ωˆ
ω·p −
1
(1 + η)M
)
Pρ +B2
M
ω·pωρ +B3
M2
(ω·p)2 ωˆωρ .
(101)
The method of calculating Gρ is explained in the previous section. The physical form
factors F1, F2 should be extracted from Gρ so to separate them from the nonphysical
terms B1−3.
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Usually the form factors are found from the plus-component of the current, corre-
sponding to the contraction Gρω
ρ. In this way, the terms B1−3 do not contribute to the
charge form factor GE = F1 − ηF2 (here η = Q2/(4M2)). It is given by the formula [23]:
GE =
M
2(ω·p)Tr[Oρω
ρ]. (102)
With the matrix Oρ determined through (96), (99) and (100) one can easily check that
the proton form factor GE(0) coincides with the normalization integral (67). With Oρ
determined from (97) the neutron form factor GE(0) equals to zero.
However, the form factor F2 calculated through the plus-component (we denote it
as F ′2) contains the contribution of B1, namely:
F ′2 = F2 +
2
1 + η
B1 =
M
2η(ω·p)Tr
[
Oρω
ρ
(
ωˆ
M
ω·p − 1
)]
. (103)
The formula for the form factor F2, separated from B1, is more lengthy. It is given in [23].
The proton magnetic moment is µp = GM(0) and the anomalous magnetic moment is
a = GM(0)−1 = F2(0). We analyze two cases: (i) the form factors calculated through the
plus-component of the current, without separating the non-physical ω-depending terms
in the nucleon electromagnetic vertex (that in the covariant approach corresponds to the
contraction Gρω
ρ); (ii) with separating the ω-depending terms. In the first case we find
from (103) for the anomalous magnetic moment:
a′ =
2M
M
∫ (1− x3)M(m+ x3M)− ~R2⊥3/2
(m+ x3M)2 + ~R2⊥3

ψ2SD. (104)
The expression for a′ is written in the variables explained above in the section 6.2. It
coincides with one found in [9] (see also [11]). Note that in these papers it is result of
taking into account the Melosh rotation matrices. In the covariant approach the spin
rotations are included automatically.
In the case (ii), i.e., separating the ω-dependent terms, we get:
a = 2
∫ (1− x3)(m+ x3M)2 − 2x3 ~R2⊥3
2x3[(m+ x3M)2 + ~R2⊥3]

ψ2SD (105)
It differs from (104) by the relativistic corrections which can be important. It does not
contain explicitly the nucleon mass. In the nonrelativistic limit M =M = 3m, x3 = 1/3,
~R⊥3 = 0 we find: a
′ = a = 2.
Note that the above expressions, for example, eq. (102), contain the product of two
traces, since according to (94) Oρ includes already the trace over the loop of the quarks 1
and 2. This factorization is due to the fact that after permutations we have reduced the
wave function to the form with the contracted pairs of the spinors 1-2 and 3-N . Otherwise,
instead of the product of traces we would get trace of the product of the larger number
of the Dirac matrices. This would complicate the calculations considerably.
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Calculating, for example, eq. (104) through the trace (103), we get the expression
in terms of the scalar products between the four-vectors entering in (103) (initial and
final nucleon and quark momenta p, p′, k1, k2, k3, k
′
3 and also ω,P,P ′). Then we express
these scalar products in terms of the variables ~R⊥i, ~R
′
⊥i, xi. These three-body kinematical
relations are given in appendix to the paper [23].1
9.2 The axial form factor
The vertex function corresponding to the axial current in the impulse approximation is
given by eq. (98). As in the case of the nucleon electromagnetic vertex, it also depends
on the orientation of the light-front plane. In the particular case of q = 0 it has the form:
Aρ = u¯
′(p)GAρ u(p),
GAρ =
(
gA(0)γρ +B14(0)
1
ω·pωˆpρ +B3(0)
M2
(ω·p)2 ωˆωρ
)
γ5 (106)
From eq. (106) we find:
gA(0) = Tr{Oρ[ωˆpρ/(ω·p)− ωˆωρM2/(ω·p)2 − γρ]γ5}/4, (107)
where Oρ is given by (100) at p
′ = p with the replacement Gρ → GAρ . Since the expression
(107), besides ωρ, contains the contractions with p
ρ and γρ, this means that like in the
case of F2 the plus-component is not enough to find gA.
However, following the standard procedure and contracting Aρ with ωρ, we get:
g′A(0) = gA(0) +B14(0) =
M2
2(ω·p)2Tr[Oρω
ρωˆγ5]. (108)
Finding GAρ from (98) and substituting it in (100) we get Oρ. Then by (108) we find:
g′A(0) =
5
3
∫ (m+ x3M)2 − ~R2⊥3
(m+ x3M)2 + ~R2⊥3

ψ2SD. (109)
This expression coincides with one found the papers [9, 10] (see also [11]). Like the
magnetic moment, in these papers it also results from the Melosh rotation matrices.
1In the paper [23] the quark 1 was considered as the interacting one, whereas in the present paper it
is the quark 3. Therefore in the latter case instead of the formulas of [23]
~R′
⊥1
= ~R⊥1 + (1− x1)~∆, ~R′⊥2,3 = ~R⊥2,3 − x2,3~∆
one should use
~R′⊥1,2 = ~R⊥1,2 − x1,2~∆, ~R′⊥3 = ~R⊥3 + (1− x3)~∆.
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Substituting Oρ in eq. (107) we get gA(0) separated from the nonphysical form
factor B14(0):
gA(0) =
5
3
∫ (m+ x3M)(m2 + x3mM+ ~R2⊥3)
x3M [(m+ x3M)2 + ~R2⊥3]

ψ2SD. (110)
In the nonrelativistic limit we find: g′A(0) = gA(0) = 5/3.
10 Conclusion
We have established the general spin structure of the nucleon wave function in 3q-model.
It contains sixteen spin components forming the full basis for decomposition of the wave
function. After taking into account the isospin, the total number of all the scalar functions
ψS, ψA, ψ1,2, which are the coefficients at the front of all the structures, namely, the
momentum-independent ones, sect. 6, the structures generated by the symmetric tensors,
appendix E, and, at last, the structures generated by the antisymmetric tensors, appendix
F, is 32. This just corresponds to 16 functions for proton and 16 for neutron.
We give recipe representing all these structures in the explicitly covariant form. After
that the calculations of the form factors are the straightforward, through the standard
routine of the Dirac matrices and of the trace techniques, like in the case of the Feynman
approach. This fact is the strong advantage of the explicitly covariant version of LFD.
Among four spin structures independent of momenta there is one symmetric struc-
ture, eq. (48). Namely it, multiplied by the Melosh matrices, with the function ψS
approximated by the S-wave, is often used for calculating the nucleon properties (form
factors, magnetic moments, etc.). Represented in the covariant form by eq. (64), it does
not require any Melosh matrices. Our calculations by this way of the proton anomalous
magnetic moment and of the nucleon axial form factor, with the same wave function eq.
(48), like in the paper [9], but represented covariantly, gives, of course, the same result as
in [9].
Separating the ω-dependent terms in the vector and axial vertices, but still keeping
only one spin structure, we get different results. We believe that in order to make compar-
ison with experiment, one should investigate the influence of other components, including
the new ones. Some of them may be important. One can either introduce these compo-
nents phenomenologically and see their value from fit of the experimental data, or try to
estimate them in an appropriate quark dynamics. Even in the deuteron wave function we
found [22] the component (so called f5) which dominates in moderately relativistic region
over all other components, including S- and D-waves. The same can take place in the
nucleon wave function.
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A The Dirac matrices and the spinors
We give below the explicit form of the Dirac matrices and the spinors in the standard
representation.
The nucleon spinor has the form:
uσ(p) =
√
εp +M

 1~σ·~p
(εp +M)

wσN , (111)
where wσN is the two-component spinor and εp =
√
~p 2 +M2.
The spinor u¯(k1) of the quark 1 reads:
u¯σ1(k1) = u
†σ1(k)γ0 =
√
εk1 +m w
†σ1
1

1, − ~σ·~k1
(εk1 +m)

 (112)
and similarly for u¯(k3).
For the quark 2 we use the charge conjugated spinor:
Ucu¯
t(k2) =
√
εk2 +m

 −~σ·
~k2
(εk2 +m)−1

σyw∗2. (113)
The charge conjugation matrix Uc = γ
2γ0:
Uc =
(
0 −σy
−σy 0
)
The Dirac matrices:
γ0 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, ~γ =
(
0 ~σ
−~σ 0
)
, γ5 = −iγ0γ1γ2γ3 =
(
0 −1
−1 0
)
, (114)
where ~σ are the Pauli matrices.
B Relation between the tensors
The relation between the symmetric traceless tensors of the second rank, defined by (20),
has the form:
tij ≡ (1− cos2 θ2n)T ij11/~q 21 + (1− cos2 θ1n)T ij22/~q 22 + (1− cos2 θ12)T ijnn
−(cos θ12 − cos θ1n cos θ2n)T ij12/(|~q1||~q2|)
−(cos θ1n − cos θ12 cos θ2n)T ij1n/|~q1|
−(cos θ2n − cos θ12 cos θ1n)T ij2n/|~q2| ≡ 0. (115)
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where
cos θ12 = ~q1·~q2/(|~q1||~q2|), cos θ1n = ~q1·~n/|~q1|, cos θ2n = ~q2·~n/|~q2|.
In order to prove (115), it is enough to check that:
qi1tijq
j
1 = 0, q
i
2tijq
j
2 = 0, n
itijn
j = 0,
qi1tijq
j
2 = 0, q
i
1tijn
j = 0, qi2tijn
j = 0. (116)
Since any vectors ~a,~b can be decomposed in terms of ~q1, ~q2, ~n, e.g.:
~a = c1~q1 + c2~q2 + c3~n,
from (116) it follows that aitijb
j ≡ 0 for arbitrary ~a,~b. This means that
tij ≡ 0.
The identity (115) allows to choose as a basis any five tensors. We exclude the tensor
T ijnn.
C Relation between the spin structures
It is not difficult to establish the following identities:
(~σ·~q1) (~n·[~q1 × ~q2]) = ~σ·[~q1 × ~q2] (~q1·~n) −~σ·[~q1 × ~n] (~q1·~q2) +~σ·[~q2 × ~n] ~q 21
(~σ·~q2) (~n·[~q1 × ~q2]) = ~σ·[~q1 × ~q2] (~q2·~n) −~σ·[~q1 × ~n] ~q 22 +~σ·[~q2 × ~n] (~q1·~q2)
(~σ·~q3) (~n·[~q1 × ~q2]) = ~σ·[~q1 × ~q2] −~σ·[~q1 × ~n] (~q2·~n) +~σ·[~q2 × ~n] (~q1·~n)
(117)
where ~σ is arbitrary vector.
The reverse expressions have the form:
~σ·[~q1 × ~q2] = (~n·[~q1 × ~q2]) {−(~σ·~q1)[~q 22(~q1·~n)− (~q1·~q2)(~q2·~n)]
− (~σ·~q2)[~q 21(~q2·~n)− (~q1·~q2)(~q1·~n)] + (~σ·~n)[~q 21~q 22 − (~q1·~q2)2]}/d
~σ·[~q1 × ~n] = (~n·[~q1 × ~q2]) {(~σ·~q1)[~q1·~q2 − (~q1·~n)(~q2·~n)]
− (~σ·~q2)[~q 21 − (~q1·~n)2] + (~σ·~n)[~q 21(~q2·~n)− (~q1·~q2)(~q1·~n)]}/d
~σ·[~q2 × ~n] = (~n·[~q1 × ~q2]) {(~σ·~q1)[~q 22 − (~q2·~n)2]
− (~σ·~q2)[~q1·~q2 − (~q1·~n)(~q2·~n)]− (~σ·~n)[~q 22(~q1·~n)− (~q1·~q2)(~q2·~n)]}/d (118)
where
d = (~n·[~q1 × ~q2])2 = ~q 21~q 22 − ~q 21(~q2·~n)2 − ~q 22(~q1·~n)2 − (~q1·~q2)2 + 2(~q1·~q2)(~q1·~n)(~q2·~n)
Due to these identities the set of the structures (11-16) of (24) is equivalent to the set
formed by the structures (~σ12·~q1)(~n·[~q1 × ~q2]), (~σ12·~q2)(~n·[~q1 × ~q2]), etc.
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D The Fierz identities for the Pauli matrices
To establish the permutation properties (43) and (75) of the spin operators relative to the
permutation P13, we use the following Fierz identities:
P1311213N = 13211N =
1
2
11213N +
1
2
~σ12·~σ3N ,
P13112σ
i
3N = 132σ
i
1N =
1
2
112σ
i
3N +
1
2
σi1213N −
i
2
ǫiklσ
k
12σ
l
3N ,
P13σ
i
1213N = σ
i
3211N =
1
2
112σ
i
3N +
1
2
σi1213N +
i
2
ǫiklσ
k
12σ
l
3N ,
P13σ
i
12σ
j
3N = σ
i
32σ
j
1N =
1
2
δij11213N +
i
2
ǫijl112σ
l
3N −
i
2
ǫijlσ
l
1213N
− 1
2
δij~σ12·~σ3N + 1
2
σi12σ
j
3N +
1
2
σj12σ
i
3N . (119)
From (119) it follows:
P13~σ12·~σ3N = ~σ32·~σ1N = 3
2
11213N − 1
2
~σ12·~σ3N . (120)
Under the permutation P23 the operators are transformed as follows:
P2311213N = 11312N =
1
2
11213N − 1
2
~σ12·~σ3N ,
P23112σ
i
3N = 113σ
i
2N =
1
2
112σ
i
3N −
1
2
σi1213N +
i
2
ǫiklσ
k
12σ
l
3N ,
P23σ
i
1213N = σ
i
1312N = −
1
2
112σ
i
3N +
1
2
σi1213N +
i
2
ǫiklσ
k
12σ
l
3N ,
P23σ
i
12σ
j
3N = σ
i
13σ
j
2N = −
1
2
δij11213N − i
2
ǫijl112σ
l
3N .−
i
2
ǫijlσ
l
1213N
−1
2
δij~σ12·~σ3N + 1
2
σi12σ
j
3N +
1
2
σj12σ
i
3N . (121)
From (121) it follows:
P23~σ12·~σ3N = ~σ13·~σ2N = −3
2
11213N − 1
2
~σ12·~σ3N . (122)
The permutation P12 is evident:
P12112 = 121 = −112, P12~σ12 = ~σ21 = ~σ12. (123)
A set of the Fierz identities for the Dirac matrices is given in [5].
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E Wave functions generated by the symmetric ten-
sor structures
Below we give the structures generated by the symmetric tensors, as described in sect.
7.1. The diagram shown below summarizes all the ways of generating the nucleon wave
function ΨS from the functions of different symmetries.
fS × S
(f1, f2)× S
(f ′1, f
′
2)× S
ϕS| × (χ1, χ2)
(ϕ1, ϕ2)| ⊗ (χ1, χ2)
(φ1, φ2)| ⊗ (ψ1, ψ2)
φS| × ψS
φA| × ψA
ΨS
✲
✲
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✯
1
2
3
✲
 
 
 ✒
✲
❅
❅
❅❘
4
5
6
7
❅
❅
❅❘✲
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✯
For example, the path 2→ 5 means that from the doublet (f1, f2) multiplied by the
symmetric spin tensor S we obtain the doublet (ϕ1, ϕ2). Then with the isospin doublet
(χ1, χ2), by eq. (38,c), we construct the spin-isospin doublet (φ1, φ2). Then with the
momentum scalar functions (ψ1, ψ2), by (41), we get ΨS given by (125). Seven paths
connecting the initial states at the left of the diagram with the final one ΨS correspond
to seven functions given below.
Before any function we indicate in more detail, how the given structure is obtained.
For example, the notation above eq. (126)
2→ 6 :
(70,a)
(f1, f2) ×
(71)
S
(72)−→ (ϕ1, ϕ2)
∣∣∣∣∣⊗
(46)
(χ1, χ2)
(36)−→ φS
∣∣∣∣∣× ψS (39)−→
(126)
ΨS
means that eq. (126) is obtained by the path 2→ 6. Namely, the doublet (70,a), formed
by the momentum depending functions (f1, f2), is multiplied by the symmetric spin tensor
S, defined by (71), and gives by (72) the spin doublet (ϕ1, ϕ2) (the line 2 on the diagram).
Then, together with the isospin doublet (χ1, χ2), defined by (46), by means of eq. (36),
it gives the symmetric spin-isospin function φS (the line 6 on the diagram). Multiplied
by ψS by eq. (39), it gives the total symmetric nucleon wave function ΨS, eq. (126). All
other notations are similar.
1→ 4 :
(69)
fS ×
(71)
S
(72)−→ ϕS
∣∣∣∣∣×
(46)
(χ1, χ2)
(38,a)−→ (φ1, φ2)
∣∣∣∣∣⊗ (ψ1, ψ2) (41)−→
(124)
ΨS
ΨS = ψ1
[
(~q1·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N )− 1
3
~q 21(~σ12·~σ3N ) + (~q2·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )−
1
3
~q 22(~σ12·~σ3N )
+ (~q3·~σ12)(~q3·~σ3N )− 1
3
~q 23(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
(~τ12·~τ3N − 3)
+ ψ2
[
(~q1·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N )− 1
3
~q 21(~σ12·~σ3N ) + (~q2·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )−
1
3
~q 22(~σ12·~σ3N )
+ (~q3·~σ12)(~q3·~σ3N )− 1
3
~q 23(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
(~τ12·~τ3N + 3) (124)
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2→ 5 :
(70,a)
(f1, f2) ×
(71)
S
(72)−→ (ϕ1, ϕ2)
∣∣∣∣∣⊗
(46)
(χ1, χ2)
(38,c)−→ (φ1, φ2)
∣∣∣∣∣⊗ (ψ1, ψ2) (41)−→
(125)
ΨS
ΨS = ψ1
{[
(~q1·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N )− 1
3
~q 21(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
(~τ12·~τ3N − 3)
− 2
[
(~q2·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )− 1
3
~q 22(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
~τ12·~τ3N
+
[
(~q3·~σ12)(~q3·~σ3N )− 1
3
~q 23(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
(~τ12·~τ3N + 3)
}
+ ψ2
{
−2
[
(~q1·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N )− 1
3
~q 21(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
~τ12·~τ3N
+
[
(~q2·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )− 1
3
~q 22(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
(~τ12·~τ3N + 3)
+
[
(~q3·~σ12)(~q3·~σ3N )− 1
3
~q 23(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
(~τ12·~τ3N − 3)
}
(125)
2→ 6 :
(70,a)
(f1, f2) ×
(71)
S
(72)−→ (ϕ1, ϕ2)
∣∣∣∣∣⊗
(46)
(χ1, χ2)
(36)−→ φS
∣∣∣∣∣× ψS (39)−→
(126)
ΨS
ΨS = ψS
{[
(~q1·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N )− 1
3
~q 21(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
(~τ12·~τ3N − 3)
+
[
(~q2·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )− 1
3
~q 22(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
(~τ12·~τ3N + 3)
− 2
[
(~q3·~σ12)(~q3·~σ3N)− 1
3
~q 23(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
~τ12·~τ3N
}
(126)
2→ 7 :
(70,a)
(f1, f2) ×
(71)
S
(72)−→ (ϕ1, ϕ2)
∣∣∣∣∣⊗
(46)
(χ1, χ2)
(37)−→ φA
∣∣∣∣∣× ψA (40)−→
(127)
ΨS
ΨS = ψA
{[
(~q1·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N )− 1
3
~q 21(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
(~τ12·~τ3N + 1)
−
[
(~q2·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )− 1
3
~q 22(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
(~τ12·~τ3N − 1)
− 2
[
(~q3·~σ12)(~q3·~σ3N )− 1
3
~q 23(~σ12·~σ3N )
]}
(127)
3→ 5 :
(70,b)
(f ′1, f
′
2) ×
(71)
S
(72)−→ (ϕ1, ϕ2)
∣∣∣∣∣⊗
(46)
(χ1, χ2)
(38,c)−→ (φ1, φ2)
∣∣∣∣∣⊗ (ψ1, ψ2) (41)−→
(128)
ΨS
ΨS = ψ1
{
2
[
(~q1·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N ) + (~n·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N )− 2
3
(~q1·~n)(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
+
[
(~q2·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N ) + (~n·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )− 2
3
(~q2·~n)(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
(~τ12·~τ3N + 1)
}
+ ψ2
{[
(~q1·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N ) + (~n·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N )− 2
3
(~q1·~n)(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
(~τ12·~τ3N − 1)
− 2
[
(~q2·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N ) + (~n·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )− 2
3
(~q2·~n)(~σ12·~σ3N )
]}
(128)
30
3→ 6 :
(70,b)
(f ′1, f
′
2) ×
(71)
S
(72)−→ (ϕ1, ϕ2)
∣∣∣∣∣⊗
(46)
(χ1, χ2)
(36)−→ φS
∣∣∣∣∣× ψS (39)−→
(129)
ΨS
ΨS = ψS
{[
(~q1·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N ) + (~n·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N )− 2
3
(~q1·~n)(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
(~τ12·~τ3N − 1)
+
[
(~q2·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N ) + (~n·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )− 2
3
(~q2·~n)(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
(~τ12·~τ3N + 1)
}
(129)
3→ 7 :
(70,b)
(f ′1, f
′
2) ×
(71)
S
(72)−→ (ϕ1, ϕ2)
∣∣∣∣∣⊗
(46)
(χ1, χ2)
(37)−→ φA
∣∣∣∣∣× ψA (40)−→
(130)
ΨS
ΨS = ψA
{[
(~q1·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N ) + (~n·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N )− 2
3
(~q1·~n)(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
(~τ12·~τ3N + 3)
+
[
(~q2·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N ) + (~n·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )− 2
3
(~q2·~n)(~σ12·~σ3N )
]
(3− ~τ12·~τ3N )
}
(130)
F Wave functions generated by the antisymmetric
tensor structures
As described in sect. 7.2, the antisymmetric tensors generate the functions given below.
Like in appendix E, the diagram shown below summarizes all the ways of generating the
nucleon wave function ΨS from the functions of different symmetries.
fA × ΣS
fA ⊗ (Σ1,Σ2)
(f1, f2)⊗ (Σ1,Σ2)
(f1, f2)× ΣS
ϕA| ⊗ (χ1, χ2)
(ϕ1, ϕ2)| ⊗ (χ1, χ2)
ϕS| × (χ1, χ2)
φS| × ψS
(φ1, φ2)| ⊗ (ψ1, ψ2)
φA| × ψA
ΨS
PPPPPPPPPq
❍❍❍❍❍❍❥ 
 
 ✒
✲
❅
❅
❅❘✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✯
1
2 3
4
56
❍❍❍❍❍❍❥ 
 
 ✒
✲
❅
❅
❅❘✟✟
✟✟
✟✟✯
7 8
9
10 11
❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❥✲
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✯
For example, the path 1→ 7 means that the antisymmetric function fA multiplied
by the symmetric spin tensor ΣS gives the antisymmetric ϕA. Then with the isospin
doublet (χ1, χ2), by eq. (38,b), we construct the spin-isospin doublet (φ1, φ2). Then with
the momentum scalar functions (ψ1, ψ2), by (41), we get ΨS given by (131). given by
(125). Twelve paths connecting the initial states at the left of the diagram with the final
one ΨS correspond to twelve functions given below.
As explained in appendix E, before any function we indicate in more detail, how the
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given structure is obtained.
1→ 7 :
(78)
fA ×
(76)
ΣS
(81,b)−→ ϕA
∣∣∣∣∣⊗
(46)
(χ1, χ2)
(38,b)−→ (φ1, φ2)
∣∣∣∣∣× (ψ1, ψ2) (41)−→
(131)
ΨS
ΨS = −ψ1{(~q1·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )− (~q2·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N )− 2i~σ12·[~q1 × ~q2]}(1 + ~τ12·~τ3N )
− ψ2{(~q1·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )− (~q2·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N )− 2i~σ12·[~q1 × ~q2]}(1− ~τ12·~τ3N ) (131)
2→ 8 :
(78)
fA ⊗
(77)
(Σ1,Σ2)
(82,b)−→ (ϕ1, ϕ2)
∣∣∣∣∣⊗
(46)
(χ1, χ2)
(36)−→ φS
∣∣∣∣∣× ψS (39)−→
(132)
ΨS
ΨS = ψS{(~q1·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )− (~q2·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N ) + i~σ12·[~q1 × ~q2]
− i~σ3N·[~q1 × ~q2]~τ12·~τ3N}
(132)
2→ 9 :
(78)
fA ⊗
(77)
(Σ1,Σ2)
(82,b)−→ (ϕ1, ϕ2)
∣∣∣∣∣⊗
(46)
(χ1, χ2)
(38,c)−→ (φ1, φ2)
∣∣∣∣∣× (ψ1, ψ2) (41)−→
(133)
ΨS
ΨS = ψ1{[(~q1·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N)− (~q2·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N ) + i~σ12·[~q1 × ~q2]](1− ~τ12·~τ3N)
+ i~σ3N·[~q1 × ~q2](3 + ~τ12·~τ3N )}
+ ψ2{[(~q1·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N)− (~q2·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N ) + i~σ12·[~q1 × ~q2]](1 + ~τ12·~τ3N )
− i~σ3N·[~q1 × ~q2](3− ~τ12·~τ3N)} (133)
2→ 11 :
(78)
fA ⊗
(77)
(Σ1,Σ2)
(82,b)−→ (ϕ1, ϕ2)
∣∣∣∣∣⊗
(46)
(χ1, χ2)
(37)−→ φA
∣∣∣∣∣× ψA (40)−→
(134)
ΨS
ΨS = ψA{− [(~q1·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )− (~q2·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N ) + i~σ12·[~q1 × ~q2]]~τ12·~τ3N
− 3i~σ3N·[~q1 × ~q2]} (134)
3→ 7 :
(79)
(f1, f2) ⊗
(77)
(Σ1,Σ2)
(81,a)−→ ϕA
∣∣∣∣∣⊗
(46)
(χ1, χ2)
(38,b)−→ (φ1, φ2)
∣∣∣∣∣× (ψ1, ψ2) (41)−→
(135)
ΨS
ΨS = ψ1{(~q1·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N )− (~q2·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N ) + (~n·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )
+ i~σ12·[~q1 × ~n] + 3i~σ3N·[~q1 × ~n]− i~σ12·[~q2 × ~n] + 3i~σ3N·[~q2 × ~n]}(1 + ~τ12·~τ3N )
+ ψ2{(~q1·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N )− (~q2·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N ) + (~n·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )
+ i~σ12·[~q1 × ~n] + 3i~σ3N·[~q1 × ~n]− i~σ12·[~q2 × ~n] + 3i~σ3N·[~q2 × ~n]}(1− ~τ12·~τ3N)
(135)
4→ 8 :
(79)
(f1, f2) ⊗
(77)
(Σ1,Σ2)
(82,c)−→ (ϕ1, ϕ2)
∣∣∣∣∣⊗
(46)
(χ1, χ2)
(36)−→ φS
∣∣∣∣∣× ψS (39)−→
(136)
ΨS
ΨS = ψS{−[(~q1·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N ) + i~σ12·[~q1 × ~n]](1 + ~τ12·~τ3N )
+ [(~q2·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N ) + i~σ12·[~q2 × ~n]](1 − ~τ12·~τ3N )
+ i~σ3N·[~q1 × ~n](3− ~τ12·~τ3N ) + i~σ3N·[~q2 × ~n](3 + ~τ12·~τ3N )} (136)
4→ 9 :
(79)
(f1, f2) ⊗
(77)
(Σ1,Σ2)
(82,c)−→ (ϕ1, ϕ2)
∣∣∣∣∣⊗
(46)
(χ1, χ2)
(38,c)−→ (φ1, φ2)
∣∣∣∣∣× (ψ1, ψ2) (41)−→
(137)
ΨS
ΨS = ψ1{[(~q1·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N ) + i~σ12·[~q1 × ~n]](1 + ~τ12·~τ3N )
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+ i~σ3N·[~q1 × ~n]](3− ~τ12·~τ3N )
+ 2[(~q2·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N ) + i~σ12·[~q2 × ~n]− i~σ3N·[~q2 × ~n]~τ12·~τ3N ]}
− ψ2{[(~q2·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N ) + i~σ12·[~q2 × ~n]](1− ~τ12·~τ3N )
− i~σ3N·[~q2 × ~n](3 + ~τ12·~τ3N )
+ 2[(~q1·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N ) + i~σ12·[~q1 × ~n]− i~σ3N·[~q1 × ~n]~τ12·~τ3N ]}
(137)
4→ 11 :
(79)
(f1, f2) ⊗
(77)
(Σ1,Σ2)
(82,c)−→ (ϕ1, ϕ2)
∣∣∣∣∣⊗
(46)
(χ1, χ2)
(37)−→ φA
∣∣∣∣∣× ψA (40)−→
(138)
ΨS
ΨS = ψA{−[(~q1·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N ) + i~σ12·[~q1 × ~n]](3− ~τ12·~τ3N )
− [(~q2·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N ) + i~σ12·[~q2 × ~n]](3 + ~τ12·~τ3N)
− 3i~σ3N·[~q1 × ~n](1 + ~τ12·~τ3N ) + 3i~σ3N·[~q2 × ~n](1− ~τ12·~τ3N )} (138)
5→ 10 :
(79)
(f1, f2) ⊗
(77)
(Σ1,Σ2)
(80)−→ ϕS
∣∣∣∣∣×
(46)
(χ1, χ2)
(38,a)−→ (φ1, φ2)
∣∣∣∣∣× (ψ1, ψ2) (41)−→
(139)
ΨS
ΨS = −ψ1{(~q1·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N ) + (~q2·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )
+ i~σ12·[~q1 × ~n]− i~σ3N·[~q1 × ~n] + i~σ12·[~q2 × ~n] + i~σ3N·[~q2 × ~n]}(3− ~τ12·~τ3N )
+ ψ2{(~q1·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N ) + (~q2·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )
+ i~σ12·[~q1 × ~n]− i~σ3N·[~q1 × ~n] + i~σ12·[~q2 × ~n] + i~σ3N·[~q2 × ~n]}(3 + ~τ12·~τ3N )
(139)
6→ 8 :
(79)
(f1, f2) ×
(76)
ΣS
(82,a)−→ (ϕ1, ϕ2)
∣∣∣∣∣⊗
(46)
(χ1, χ2)
(36)−→ φS
∣∣∣∣∣× ψS (39)−→
(140)
ΨS
ΨS = ψS{−[(~q1·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N )− 2i~σ12·[~q1 × ~n]](1− ~τ12·~τ3N )
+ [(~q2·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )− 2i~σ12·[~q2 × ~n]](1 + ~τ12·~τ3N )} (140)
6→ 9 :
(79)
(f1, f2) ×
(76)
ΣS
(82,a)−→ (ϕ1, ϕ2)
∣∣∣∣∣⊗
(46)
(χ1, χ2)
(38,c)−→ (φ1, φ2)
∣∣∣∣∣× (ψ1, ψ2) (41)−→
(141)
ΨS
ΨS = −ψ1{2[(~q1·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N )− 2i~σ12·[~q1 × ~n]]
+ +[(~q2·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )− 2i~σ12·[~q2 × ~n]](1 + ~τ12·~τ3N )}
+ ψ2{[(~q1·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N )− 2i~σ12·[~q1 × ~n]](1− ~τ12·~τ3N )
+ +2[(~q2·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )− 2i~σ12·[~q2 × ~n]]} (141)
6→ 11 :
(79)
(f1, f2) ×
(76)
ΣS
(82,a)−→ (ϕ1, ϕ2)
∣∣∣∣∣⊗
(46)
(χ1, χ2)
(37)−→ φA
∣∣∣∣∣× ψA (40)−→
(142)
ΨS
ΨS = ψA{[(~q1·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q1·~σ3N )− 2i~σ12·[~q1 × ~n]](3 + ~τ12·~τ3N)
+ [(~q2·~σ12)(~n·~σ3N )− (~n·~σ12)(~q2·~σ3N )− 2i~σ12·[~q2 × ~n]](3− ~τ12·~τ3N)} (142)
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